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MAIN HIGHLIGHTS

General Outlook
€1.75

The cost of living increase (COLA) for
2022 is €1.75 per week.

Budget deficit to be halved to 5.6%
next year as economic recovery picks
up after the COVID-19 pandemic blow

10%

6.5%

Part-time tax rate reduced from
15% to 10%
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5.6%

The government is forecasting a real
growth of 6.5% and 8.6% in nominal
terms in 2022, while the growth is
expected to be 4.7% and 4.5% in 2023
and 2024.
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INCOME TAX AND DUTY

Fiscal Measures

• During 2021, the first 100 hours of overtime was being taxed at 15% for
those who do not hold a managerial level and whose basic pay does not
exceed €20,000 annually. As from 2022, the 15% tax will apply on the first
€10,000 one makes from overtime pay.  

•  Income Tax and Duty

• As from 2022 (up to 2026), pensioners who are still actively employed, shall
not be taxed on their pension income.  

•  VAT

• The income tax rate on part time work will reduce from 15% to 10%.  
• The income tax rate applicable to artists shall be that of 7.5% as from basis
year 2022.  
• For another year, employees earning less than €60,000 shall receive an
ex-gratia tax refund of up to €95. The highest income earners below the
€60,000 bracket would receive a refund of €45:

Income

Single Computation

€0 - €15,000

2021

Amount

€80

2022

Income

Parent Computation

€125

€0 - €15,000

2021
€90

Amount

2022

€135

€15,001 - €30,000

€65

€95

€15,001 - €30,000

€75

€105

€30,001 - €59,999

€45

€60

€30,001 - €59,999

€45

€60

Married Computation

Income

€0 - €20,000
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2021
€95

Amount

2022

€140

€20,001 - €40,000

€80

€110

€40,001 - €59,999

€50

€65
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INCOME TAX AND DUTY
• The tax due on the first €200,000 on the value of properties bought or sold will be
reduced by 50% if these were rented for at least 10 years to tenants eligible for the rent
benefit given the Housing Authority.  No tax will be charged if the property is then sold to
the tenant.  
• A temporary scheme will be introduced for enterprises which were hardly hit by the
pandemic.  Group of companies who did not avail from capital allowances during 2020
and 2021, due to losses incurred in the pandemic can now apply to have this deduction
against any taxable income from other companies, which are part of the same group,
for 2021.   
• Amnesties on penalties for unpaid taxes will no longer be the norm.  As from 1 June
2022, the interest rate on unpaid tax and VAT will be 7.2% annually.
• The reduced stamp duty rate from 5% to 1.5% on the transfer of family business from
parent to child, which was introduced 3 years ago, will be extended again.

VAT
• As from 12th October 2021, those individuals acquiring these type of properties (built
more than 20 years ago and has been vacant for over 7 years; properties that are
situated in UCA as well as new properties that are built in typical Maltese architecture)
as well as those individuals who already own such type of properties, shall benefit
from a grant on the VAT paid up to a maximum of €54,000 on the first €300,000
costs involved in refurbishing and restoring such properties. This also applies to
those individuals who already acquired such property and is currently performing
refurbishing works.
• VAT shall continue to be refunded on the purchase of bikes and e-bikes while
assistance shall continue to be provided for the purchase of bikes, scooters, pedelecs
and bicycles using electric motors. For those deciding to convert their vehicles from
consuming petrol to consuming gas, the scheme still applies.

• A new incentive shall apply to those individuals who buy property that has been built
more than 20 years ago and has been vacant for over 7 years; properties that are
situated in UCA as well as new properties that are built in typical Maltese architecture.
When acquiring these types of properties, no capital gains tax and no stamp duty shall
be paid on the first €750,000 of property value. This scheme shall also apply to those
who are currently under a promise of sale and has not yet entered the final deed.
Furthermore, 1st time buyers of these type of properties shall benefit from an additional
grant of €15,000. This grant shall double to €30,000 in the case of 1st time buyers
acquiring the above-mentioned properties situated in Gozo. These measures shall
come into effect as from 12th October 2021 for a period of 3 years.
• The stamp duty exemption for first-time buyers, second-time buyers on the acquisition
of their residential property and acquisition of property situated in Gozo have been
extended once again.
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GREEN ECONOMY

Social Measures
• Green Economy
•  The Elderly and Pensions
•  Employment and Family

• Development of the Afforestation project of Inwadar Park situated in the South of Malta,
between Xghajra and Zonqor point in Marsaskala with a total investment of €20 million
over the next 5 years.
• Launch of a new project whereby private investors could access public information
which enables them to invest directly into shares or bonds of companies that reach
environmental and social criteria.
• The schemes for the restoration of private, domestic wells and for the acquisition of solar
water heaters and heat pump water heaters shall be extended.
• An increase of €3,000 from previous budget when acquiring electric and plug-in hybrid
vehicles. The grant shall be increased from €8,000 to €11,000, rising to €12,000 if the
scrappage scheme is applied. This increase will be valid as from tomorrow 12th October
2021.
• The scrappage scheme for Gozo shall be increased from €1,000 to €2,000.
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THE ELDERLY AND PENSIONS
• Pensioners shall benefit from a weekly increase of €3.25 per week with effect from
2022.  This increase is additional to the COLA, resulting in a total weekly increase
of €5 for pensioners.
• An increase in the supplementary allowance shall be granted to persons who are
over 65 years of age and to those who are in employment and do not have any
children under 16 years of age  

• An additional bonus amounting to €150 annually shall be given to persons who
reached retirement age but did not qualify for a contributory pension.  The bonus for
those who paid less than 5 years in social security will increase to €400 per year
and for people who paid more than 5 years the bonus will increase to €500 per
year.

•

Married persons whose earnings do not exceed €14,318 shall receive a benefit
between €3.47 and €6.50 per week.

• An increase in the ‘Carer at Home’ allowance from €6,000 to €7,000.  This will
further encourage the elderly to reside in their own home and employ a carer on a
full time or part time basis to assist them in their daily needs.

•

Single persons (including widows) who earnings do not exceed €10,221 shall
receive a benefit between €4.10 and €5.00 per week.

• Donations, up to a maximum of €20,000, and airspaces made to children shall be
excluded from one’s pension calculation.

• As from January 2022, the amount of exempt pension shall be increased to
€14,318.  Furthermore, persons claiming married rates will be entitled to a further
€3,600 tax free amount in respect of income from other sources.
• The widow’s pension will be adjusted, so that those pensioners receiving the said
pension and having their annual income not exceeding €10,221, shall be entitled to
an increase ranging between €10 and €15 per week.  

• Persons who reached 59 years of age and who has outstanding social security
contributions, can now pay up to 5 years in contributions.
• Part-time workers will now be allowed to pay social security contributions on more
than one part-time job, up to 40 hours a week of employment.   

• Once again, the portion of any service pension will be increased further by an
addition of €200.
• A bonus for the increased cost of living shall be paid in full to all pensioners who
retired after 2008.  This shall amount to a maximum of €2.50 per week or €130
annually.
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EMPLOYMENT AND FAMILY
• The Cost-of-Living Adjustment will increase to €1.75.  This will be given to all
employees, pensioners, and all those on social benefits.  Stipends given to students
will also increase pro-rata.
• An extra €100 will be given to anyone who has a baby or adopts in 2022.  The
grant was first introduced in the 2020 Budget.  It has now increased to €400 from
the previous €300.
• In-Work Benefit for workers working atypical hours, including people who work
evenings and weekends in the accommodation, food service, administration,
manufacturing, transport, wholesale and retail industries.  Workers who earn up to
€20,000 a year will receive €150 as long as they have worked at latest 6 months in
the calendar year.  
• An extension to the In-Work Benefit
•

For both couples are in employment – The threshold will increase to €50,000;

•

For working single parents – The threshold will increase to €35,000;

•

For couples with just one working parent – The threshold will increase to
€35,000.

• An extension for free childcare services.
• Student stipends to increase by 10%.
• Students working part-time up to 25 hours weekly will continue to receive their
stipend.
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OTHER SALIENT MEASURES

Other Salient Measures

• Measures introduced to ease the impact of COVID-19 will end in June 2022.
• Licenses shall be introduced for building contractors.
• Malta Enterprise will introduce a new tax benefit scheme whereby a percentage of the
profits held in the business are invested in eligible projects in the same business or in
another business, provided that the investment is made within two years from 1 January
2022.
• The government will also introduce fiscal incentives to continue supporting more
innovative, green and digital investments by businesses as well as investments in the
social field.
• Malta Enterprise in collaboration with the University of Malta, shall launch a Seed Fund
with the intention to assist financially researchers and entrepreneurs in developing their
innovative and sustainable ideas.
• In addition to the schemes already provided by Malta Enterprise, a Start-Up Visa shall
be launched to attract more Start-ups to establish in Malta. Malta Enterprise shall liaise
with Malta Residency Agency to develop the necessary programme for non-EU start-ups
looking to establish their start-up in Malta.
• In addition to the above-mentioned visa, Malta Enterprise will be launching the Blue Med
Hub to further attract start-ups and small and medium enterprises, both local and foreign.
Such hub will be collaborating with entities situated in Africa exploring new opportunities
and investment.
• A plan is being drawn up based on the action plan provided by FATF which serves as
guidelines to our investigation units.
• Carbon Farming – Grants of up to €8,000 shall be given to farmers who currently own
agricultural land that is not being utilised or producing low-value produce to convert such
land into Agro-Forestry based on fruit trees. Further details shall be issued when launching
the scheme.
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• Transport
•

Free Public Transport - As from 1st October 2022, public transport shall be
provided free of charge to all Maltese residents holding Tal-linja Card. Such
incentive will result in an approximate saving of €300 for individuals who
make use of public transport daily.

•

Metro - After the publication of the metro studies, further consultation shall
follow to put such project into practice.

•

Water Transport - After the successful introduction of the fast ferry between
Malta and Gozo, new alternative routes shall be introduced from Malta to
Gozo next year, such as Sliema and Cospicua, to further reduce the use of
private transport

•

Extension of existing Schemes for low-polluting vehicles
• No registration tax as well as annual licence fees shall be paid for a period
of five years from the date of the first registration of electric vehicles and
plug-in electric vehicles.
• The favourable rate applicable for private households with respect to
individuals who own an electric vehicle and charge the vehicle’s battery
during the night, shall still apply.
• Also, the scheme for vehicles which are accessible to persons who are
wheelchair-bound shall be extended.
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•

A new scheme shall be launched applicable to minibuses, coaches trucks
equipped with PV panels, which shall benefit from a maximum grant of €900.
In addition, they can also benefit from a grant when installing new filters (DPF
and SCR) to reduce emission from the said motor vehicles.

•

Malta Enterprise shall launch a new scheme to assist enterprises in changing
their existing motor vehicles to electric vehicles. The scheme shall cover part
of the difference between the cost of fuel-based motor vehicles and electric
vehicles.

•

An additional 1,200 charging pillars shall be installed for electric vehicles
across Malta and Gozo and made available to members of the general public
as part of the decarbonisation objective.

Contact

MS KRISTINE ATTARD
Director - Tax & Immigration

MR REECE DELIA
Head of Business Development

kattard@ksimalta.com

rdelia@ksimalta.com

MS KIM SPEARING
Senior Associate II – Tax
kspearing@ksimalta.com
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KSi Malta
6, Villa Gauci, Mdina Road,
Balzan BZN 9031, Malta,
Europe
Tel: (+356) 2122 6176
Fax: (+356) 2122 6019
E-mail: info@ksimalta.com
www.ksimalta.com
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the
circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate
and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the
date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular
situation. Please contact us if you need any specific advice.
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